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Aston Martin DB2 Vantage 1953 LHD Chassis : LML/50/326 Engine :

VB6B/50/1159 Of the very few Aston Martin DB2 Vantage that left the

factory in LHD, this one is extra appealing to us, as it was originally

delivered to a Belgian customer! The list of previous owners is very

short for a sixty-five year old car, and from the Aston Martin factory

build sheet we also found out that this DB2 still has its original

Vantage-specification engine (and it still sings beautifully!) But it is not

only the engine that is original: the car still partially has its original

paint, and the original leather seats are also deliciously patinated.

One would expect the underside of the car to show decades of use,

but no: it looks brand new! When a car has an expertly restored

underside, and a partly untouched coachwork and upholstery, you

have two options: either you drive it as it is, or you do a very limited

conservative restoration, bringing it back to its former glory with as

little impact as possible on the authentic state of the car. Our classic

car friends and customers can testify: we have Aston Martins in our

workshop all year round, and we have restored at least two dozens.

Over the years we have established a long-term professional

relationship with the Aston Martin colleagues and specialists in the

UK. They help us to obtain spare parts and they give us expert advice

when necessary. If you would like to join us and our specialist team in

this conservative restoration, you are more than welcome to embark

on this fascinating journey. If you cannot wait to drive this car "as is",

this ivory beauty is waiting for you in our showroom.

Brand Aston Martin

Model DB2 Vantage

Year 1953

Steering Left (LHD)
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